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ABSTRACT

Learners in Massive Open Online Courses offering practical
programming exercises face additional challenges next to the
actual course content. Beginners have to find approaches to
deal with misconceptions and often struggle with the correct
syntax while solving the exercises. The paper at hand presents
insights from offering contextual tips in a web-based development environment used for practical programming exercises.
We measured the effects of our approach in a Python course
with 6,000 active students in a hidden A/B test and additionally
used qualitative surveys. While a majority of learners valued
the assistance, we were unable to show a direct impact on
completion rates or average scores. We however noticed that
users requesting tips took significantly longer and made more
use of other assistance features of the platform than users in
our control group. Insights from our study can be used to target beginners with more specific hints and provide additional,
context-specific clues as part of the learning material.
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INTRODUCTION

Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) covering programming education are increasingly popular and provide a low
barrier for beginners to start learning. However, most novices
find programming difficult and, in distance education, spend
multiple hours on try-and-error approaches without achieving
the desired effect. While it is beneficial for beginners to find a
solution themselves, clueless guessing does not allow learners
to reflect on mistakes [2]. Since beginners often have problems
summarizing their code-level questions meaningfully, several
efforts have been made to support learners directly within the
programming environment.
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In this paper, we introduce and evaluate contextual tips provided by the teaching team for programming exercises as an
additional effort to assist learners in their help-seeking behavior. We address the following research questions:
RQ1. How do tips influence the help-seeking behavior?
RQ2. Which learners profit more from tips than others?
RQ3. Do tips have an impact on key metrics such as the completion rate, working times, or scores?
RELATED WORK

This paper contributes to the field of Computer Science Education with MOOCs where (next-step) hints and help-seeking
behavior has been of special interest recently.
Hints in Programming Education

Depending on the grading approach, some of the most prominent examples of contextual hints include tips for unit tests,
incremental to-do notes, or annotations in the source code.
Providing scaffolded source code is proven to direct the learners’ focus on specific aspects of an assignment [3] and can
optionally include source code comments to ease navigation
or highlight open to-dos. In a CS1 course, Antonucci et al.
offered students the ability to get textual hints through to-do
notes or to reveal parts of a solution. Their research indicates
the need for a hint system in a beginner course and outlines
the willingness of students to accept hints [1].
Other approaches to automatically generate hints are compared by Price et al., who focus on next-step hint generation [9]. These systems use submissions from various learners
for a given problem to infer hints representing a common
problem-solving strategy. Hints generated by this system are
specifically tailored for the user’s problem but vary in their
quality and also depend on previously available data [9].
In contrast to next-step hints, some auto-graders scoring submissions enrich test results to increase comprehensibility.
Király et al. argue that textual hints along with failed test
results will enable students to fix common problems faster [6].
In 2019, Marwan et al. measured the impact of adding a textual explanation to next-step hints on “novices’ programming
performance” [7]. The authors showed that beginners greatly
benefit from a written explanation and thus were better able to
relate the hint to their problem. Similar approaches improve
the understandability of occurring errors by translating cryptic
error messages to more human-readable explanations [4].
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In addition to MOOCs teaching the basics of programming,
many providers offer interactive web tutorials with an online
code editor and written step-by-step instructions. A particular
disadvantage of these approaches is the missing explanation
of why and in which situations a concept should be used [5].
Help-Seeking Behavior

Throughout a given programming assignment, students might
use earlier course materials or external information. However,
for novices, “one source of complexity is the availability of a
wide variety of information sources” [8]. Hence, previous research focussed on supporting students without overwhelming
them. Serth et al. suggested that the presentation of content
can support students in revisiting previous content [10].
Another approach is to introduce Requests for Comments [12].
These allow learners to ask fellow learners questions about
their implementation and automatically include relevant source
code together with the run and test output. The researchers
have shown the positive impact of Requests for Comments and
validated that they support the help-seeking behavior.
CONCEPT

Beginners in a programming MOOC struggling with a given
exercise should have direct access to dedicated, high-quality
resources while implementing code. One of the solutions we
propose is to offer instantly available tips serving as a reminder
for programming concepts. In our vision, tips are related to
the given exercise but are not directly influenced by the current
implementation. Therefore, problem-solving strategies, which
participants need to develop during a MOOC to continue programming autonomously, are still being practiced.
In our concept, each tip consists of four parts: (1) a describing
title, (2) a short summary of the concept, (3) a self-contained
example, and (4) subsequent tips if applicable. The title is
the only information students can read without interacting
with the tip preventing users from unintentionally spotting a
solution. A tip may include nested tips allowing learners to
look up further information. Nested tips can either be used to
provide incremental hints on the same topic becoming more
specific towards a possible solution or can be used to structure
different aspects of one topic into smaller components.

Relative Usage of Tips per Exercise
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Figure 1. Relative number of tips used per exercise (left) according to
the self-assessed skill level (N = 11,439), and (right) compared to the
perceived difficulty (N = 5,243). A value of 100% represents the mean
tips used by students per exercise. Black bars are median values.

EVALUATION

To validate our concept, we tested our implementation and
gathered results from a field experiment.
Methodology

Targeting novices, we decided to conduct our evaluation in
a four-week Python programming introduction MOOC. At
the course end, 9,517 students were enrolled with a show rate
of 79%. The teaching team manually authored tips for all
exercises of the first two weeks. In the second week, the most
basic hints were omitted in favor of tips covering new topics.
To measure the effects of the availability and usage of tips,
we conducted an A/B testing within CodeOcean. Learners
were randomly assigned with a probability of 50% to either
the treatment group with tips or the control group without tips.
Regular surveys were used to capture feedback about the tips.
Results

As we consider tips to be an integral part of the learning material and thus the course experience designed by course instructors, we refrain from automatically generating hints. Instead,
each tip is contextually tailored for the specific exercise.
IMPLEMENTATION

We implemented a configurable framework for editing and displaying tips within the web-based programming environment
CodeOcean [11]. Learners have direct access to the tips while
implementing a given programming assignment. The list of
tips is separated from other elements of the page ensuring that
tips are perceived as subtle rather than visually distracting.
Tips are edited independently from exercises and thus can be
reused multiple times. For each exercise, instructors select tips
and can optionally build an ordered tree structure using a dragand-drop editor. This supports the teaching team in nesting
tips to provide different levels of information for learners.
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In total, 6,067 learners accessed at least one programming
exercise in CodeOcean and thus participated in our A/B testing
setup. 3,032 users were able to use tips, while 3,035 were not.
The course contained a total of 60 exercises of which 33 (55%)
were in the first two weeks. For those exercises, we created 57
different tips which were referenced 242 times. Each exercise
contained between 2 and 28 tips (median: 6). Across all
exercises, learners sought help through a tip 67,049 times
(28.31 tips per user on mean, standard deviation σ = 30.72).
Figure 1 (left) shows that learners self-identifying as beginners
at course start have the highest usage ratio of tips. A decrease
is observed among course participants with a higher skill level.
Based on the perceived difficulty of the second week, Figure 1
(right) shows that most learners rating the exercises as very
easy used fewer tips. A steady increase can be seen up to
those learners rating the second week as difficult. More tips
were requested during the second week (32.14% of learners,
σ = 11.66%) than in the first week (15.05% of learners, σ =
6.98%). When learners had access to tips, their mean working
time slightly increased (Welch Two Sample t-test t = −2.6,
p = 0.005) by 2.7%. Learners using tips required 68% more,
students not using tips about 20% less time than all users.
An analysis of all students enrolled in the course showed that
a higher skill level reduced the time required to complete an
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Figure 2. Comparison of the relative working time that learners required
for solving a given exercise in the first half of the course depending on
their skill level and the usage of tips (N = 97,851). A value of 100%
represents the mean working time by students to solve the exercise.
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exercise. Further, Figure 2 illustrates which effects the usage
of tips can have on the working time. In particular, beginners
revealing tips require significantly longer to solve an exercise.
All learners had access to Requests for Comments (RfCs) allowing them to get help from peers. The mere availability
of tips did not impact the usage of RfCs (Welch Two Sample
t-test t = −0.47, p = 0.32). As visualized in Figure 3, learners solving an exercise did not show any change in requesting
comments by the availability of tips (mean: 82.52% control
and 85.9% treatment group). Only those learners not solving the assignment used less RfCs when tips were available
(458.2% and 623.7% respectively). Course participants not
solving an exercise are much more likely to seek help through
RfCs (537.5%) than learners finding a solution (84.2%).

Control Group
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Figure 3. Comparison of the relative number of Requests for Comments
(RfCs) created by learners, their A/B testing group, the usage of tips and
the final status of an exercise (N = 134,102). A value of 100% represents
the mean number of RfCs created by students per exercise. For the
treatment group, the figure shows the weighted mean of RfCs as “Tips
Available” consisting of learners either using a tip or not.

The high number of RfCs by learners of our treatment group
receiving tips indicates that those learners are likely to use all
available assistance to finally solve an exercise. Analyzing
the usage of tips among learners not completing an exercise
indicated a reduced usage of RfCs when they had access to
tips. We suppose that for those learners, tips answered some
of the questions that arose while working on the exercise.

In addition to the solving state of an exercise, Figure 3 relates
the usage of tips to the relative number of RfCs. Course
participants finding a solution for an exercise request 9.7 times
more comments when using tips compared to students solving
an assignment without any tip (mean: 286.3% vs. 29.5%).

An analysis of the working times per skill level and the usage
of tips allow us to conclude that those users having issues with
an exercise and, therefore, taking longer to solve it, were more
inclined to reach out for additional assistance. Hence, reading,
understanding, and applying the tip further took time leading
to an overall increased working time for these students.

According to our evaluation, neither the availability nor the
usage of contextual tips was able to increase the completion
rate. Moreover, the data shows no significant difference in the
number of code executions performed by students.

While we were not able to prove that the availability of tips
has an impact on the completion rate of course participants,
our data shows that we were able to reach our primary target
group of novices with the introduction of contextual hints.
FUTURE WORK

Discussion

Our results are a first evaluation of contextual tips in a programming MOOC and allow drawing some conclusions. As
shown in Figure 1 (left), our primary target group of novices
used tips more often than experts to seek assistance. Beginners
also spent more time on a given exercise before completing
the given task (Figure 2). The higher usage of tips by learners
with a lower skill level might indicate that beginners require
more help with the given exercises than experts.

The majority of hints used in the Python course focussed on
helping students to identify the most suitable concept for a
given problem and remember the correct syntax. Therefore,
we focused on cheat sheet-inspired tips providing syntax information in this paper. In upcoming research, we want to
compare the impact of different approaches for tips and plan
to include more exercise-specific tips, similar to next-step
hints. In addition, we aim to increase the perceived value and
usefulness of tips with additional information.

Comparing the usage of tips in the first and second week, we
observed an increase in the mean number of tips used per
exercise. Learners perceived the second week as more challenging and revealed more tips. We assume that the indicated
reduction of tips used by learners expressing major difficulties
with the content is caused by the low participation of these
users in the survey and potential course drop-outs.

Further, our survey results suggest that the discoverability of
relevant tips within CodeOcean can be enhanced and might
benefit from additional focus. Finally, we plan to integrate tips
to just-in-time interventions or suggest learners a specific hint
depending on the result of the code execution and test output.

For learners finishing an exercise, we conclude that the mere
availability of tips had no major impact on the usage of RfCs.

In this paper, we evaluated the impact of contextual tips available to learners within a web-based programming environment.
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CONCLUSION
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We conducted an A/B testing in a regular Python course with
6,067 learners and offered tips for our treatment group. Based
on our evaluation, we answer our research questions:
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RQ1. How do tips influence the help-seeking behavior?
The introduction of contextual tips does not negatively affect the usage of peer-to-peer help systems. Instead, learners
showed a higher chance of requesting comments when they
also used tips. Some participants not finishing an exercise
reduced the number of Requests for Comments when tips were
available. This observation might suggest that tips were able
to answer upcoming questions for them. Throughout the first
half of the course, nearly 25% of learners regularly revealed
our contextual hints while implementing an exercise.
RQ2. Which learners profit more from tips than others?
Learners self-identifying as beginners are the user group that
benefits most from contextual tips. The higher the skill level
at the beginning of a course is, the fewer tips are used. Our
research emphasizes that more challenging exercises increase
the learners’ need for additional hints.
RQ3. Do tips have an impact on key metrics such as the completion rate, working times, or scores?
According to our evaluation, the mere availability of tips
slightly increases the mean working time for learners by 2.7%.
In particular, beginners using tips to get support spend more
time within the exercise and are more likely to use other assistance features. Besides that, neither an impact of tips on the
completion rate nor the scores of participants was discernible.
Overall, our findings highlight that tips are valued by novices
as a relevant part of their help-seeking behavior. Contextual
tips are an additional offer not impeding existing assistance
features. Answers from subsequent surveys indicate the great
potential tips can have and motivate us to continue researching the impact of tips. The introduction of tips as presented
throughout this paper supports students to get contextual assistance within the learning environment of a MOOC.
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